1.0 INTRODUCTION/METHODOLOGY

1.1 Contents

This literature search and review was prepared under NASA contract. The purpose of this process was to locate and analyze the most recent literature that was relevant to the contract research. This was done by cross-relating books, articles, monographs and journals that relate to the following topics:

**Experimental Systems:**
- Advanced Communications Technology Satellite (ACTS)

**ISDN and Advanced Communication Techniques:**
- ISDN and Satellites
- Integrated System Digital Network (ISDN) Standards
- Broadband ISDN
- Frame relay and switching
- Computer networks and Satellites
- Satellite Orbits and Technology
- Satellite Orbits
- Satellite Transmission Quality
- Networks
- Network Configuration

1.2 Search Methodology
The literature search was carried out by two methods. A computer search of technical databases was performed on a series of key words (and combinations of key words) and resulted in 1777 titles. These titles were examined and 288 relevant articles were chosen. Full citations and abstracts were obtained for these articles. The databases examined include:

- NTIS (Corp. 1990 NTIS)
- Aerospace (Corp. AIAA 1990)
- Inspec 2 (Corp. IEE 1990)
- Compendex Plus (Corp. Engineering Info Inc. 1990)
- Computer Database (Corp. Information Access Company 1990)
- ABI/Inform (Corp. UMI/Data Courier 1990)
- Supertech (Corp. R.R. Bowker Company 1990)

The second part of the search was a manual examination of a selection of journal and books. The journals examined include:

- Via Satellite
- Telecommunications Magazine
- Satellite Communication
- International Journal of Satellite Communication and Broadcast
- Network World
- Telephony
- Teleconnect
- Data Communication
- IEEE Documents
- CCITT Recommendations

Other articles and theses were obtained from the Center for Space and Geosciences Policy (University of Colorado at Boulder), the Interdisciplinary Telecommunications Program (University of Colorado at Boulder), The Institute for Telecommunications Science (ITS) and the National Institute for Standards and Technology (NTIA).
1.3 Description and User's Guide to the Advanced Satellite Research Project: SCAR Research Database

1.3.1 Content of the Database

The database contains the following information about each article from the literature search:

- Article title
- Author(s)
- Source (Journal, Thesis, Conference, etc.)
- Volume and Number
- Publication date
- Key words relating to the article content
- If the article or abstract is on file
- Index number of the article at the Interdisciplinary Telecommunications Program (ITP) at the University of Colorado at Boulder

1.3.2 Uses of the Database

The intended use of the database is to allow users to quickly extract bibliographic citations for articles dealing with a specific topic. In order to do this, the user follows the menu selections to select articles by key word. Once the key words have been chosen, the printer should be readied and then the citations will be printed by following the menu. The citations will be printed out in groups by key word.

The information found on each article will be printed out, including an index number for each article or abstract. This index number corresponds to physical article in a filing cabinet at the CU ITP library. These numbers have been chosen arbitrarily and have been assigned to articles as grouped by key word.

1.3.3 Limitations of the Database
The database is a very basic electronic file created through the above described literature search process. Bibliographical references are simply organized by key word in an effort to provide reasonable functionality at minimal cost.

More specifically, due to budgetary constraints, the references will not be sorted alphabetically or by author, source, title or date. There is no citation filtering, so articles may be printed multiple times in a multiple key word search if they fall into more than one key word category.

Additional sort features may be added at some future time but have not been included in this initial database file.

**2.0 SCAR LITERATURE SEARCH ANALYSIS**

**2.1 The Advanced Communications Technology Satellite (ACTS)**

ACTS is an experimental, rather than operational communications satellite featuring a number of advanced capabilities. These capabilities include:

- on-board processing
- dynamic bandwidth, power, and time slot allocation
- Ka Band frequency with 2.5 GHz of useable bandwidth
- hopping spot beams
- steerable antenna

Although ACTS itself is meant for experimental purposes, the advanced technologies involved show promise for future development and use in commercial communications satellites.

A majority of the ACTS literature is composed of technical descriptions of the satellite and its capabilities. There is limited literature on the implications of the satellite's capabilities or the nature of the communications experiments that will be performed with ACTS.

**2.2 The Integrated System Digital Network (ISDN) and Satellites**

**2.2.1 Availability of information on satellites and ISDN**

There doesn't appear to be a large body of articles on the subject of ISDN and satellites. From the results of our research one might estimate that articles on ISDN and terrestrial
communications are twenty times more numerous than ISDN and satellites. We also found more literature concerning policy than technical issues.

2.2.2 Compatibility Issues of ISDN with Satellites

Satellites are under current "I" series provisions are compatible with ISDN and will provide an important transmission link in a future worldwide ISDN network, as they already do in present international networks. The current joint CCIR/CCITT Committee on establishing full compatibility between satellite and ISDN is the most important part of the exercise at this time but these activities have not yet been reported in the literature.

2.2.3 ISDN Standards Issues for Satellites

There is perhaps twenty times more literature concerning ISDN as a fiber-based terrestrial transport standard than as a satellite standard. In order to assure that satellites are included in a future world wide network, transmission delay tolerances need to continue being oriented to the least common denominator, ie: the satellite transmission path of approximately 250 ms. The current 400ms recommendation of the CCITT (G.114) appears likely to stand for the present time (see Sec. 2.2.2 above).

2.2.4 The Place of Satellites in the Future Worldwide ISDN Network

Satellites are very strong in broadcast services and are considered to remain as the dominant video broadcast transmission medium for some time to come. A worldwide HDTV network and standard may prove unworkable without a satellite compatible BISDN standard. Satellites already play an important role in international network redundancy and can continue to provide such services within a global ISDN network. The role of satellites in backing up terrestrial networks is strongly represented in the literature we found. ISDN satellite services may remain the only cost effective means of connecting remote areas into the network.

2.2.5 Forces Working Against Satellite Compatible ISDN

Terrestrial networks often require more expensive equipment, more investment from the network user and therefore are frequently the focus of manufacturers' development thrusts. Satellites allow relatively inexpensive bypass of the terrestrial networks and as such represent a
threat to the profits of certain manufacturers and service providers; e.g. fiber & switch manufacturing, public network and carrier services and in the U.S. Regional Bell Operating Companies (RBOCs).

2.3 Summary of SCAR Literature Search for topic of ISDN Standards:

2.3.1 Availability of Information on ISDN Standards

The complete and most recent CCITT recommendations are available in the University of Colorado Engineering library, and at Contel/GTE. Complete past and present recommendations are available at the NIST and ITS libraries at the Department of Commerce in Boulder. There is a small body of literature in journals analyzing the implications and developments concerning ISDN standards, but the official CCITT recommendations are the definitive source for this information.

2.3.2 The Importance of ISDN Standards

There is an industry-wide consensus that ISDN will not work unless world-wide standards are set immediately. The differences between the Synchronous Optical Network standard (SONET) in the United States and the Digital Synchronous Hierarchy (DSH) standard in Europe illustrate that full cooperation hasn't been achieved yet. The point of an ISDN is to encourage and facilitate integration which is impossible without a comprehensive body of agreed upon standards. The literature increasingly reflects a viewpoint that ISDN is too small a bandwidth and too slow a throughput to meet 21st century needs and that BISDN standards versus private networks using FDDI is the key element of discussing standards issues.

2.4 Summary of SCAR Literature Search for topic of BISDN:

2.4.1 Availability of information on BISDN

There are a number of articles available covering BISDN. Although there is a small percent of popularly oriented literature in the journals, they are generally confined to the journals specializing in current industry news. As would be expected, the most detailed technical articles were found in IEEE journals and colloquia or conference documentation.

2.4.2 Promise of BISDN
BISDN will is intended to be a worldwide standard for high capacity information exchange. The increasing use of video and graphics transmission and on-line interactive services are cited in some journals as providing the market pull needed to develop this technology. HDTV is seen as an important developing technology which will enhance the drive toward BISDN. Other developing technologies which will accompany BISDN are Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) and fast packet switching.

2.4.3 Migration from ISDN to BISDN

As noted in 2.3.2, ISDN has an industry-wide reputation as being too little too late. The transmission speeds of ISDN are no longer competitive with other installed systems for data links such as Local Area Network (LAN) based FDDI. The services available via ISDN, especially at Basic Rate Interface (BRI; 144 Kilobits/sec) does not provide enough incentive to sell customers on the cost of this service.

BISDN, with SONET level speeds of 155.5 Megabit/sec and 622 Megabit/sec does suggest that ISDN could lead to a useful broadband service in the longer term. The BISDN channels are compatible with ISDN channels and will offer much greater bandwidth and flexibility to users. Services such as bandwidth on demand, videoconferencing and simultaneous voice and data will be supported.

2.4.4 Caveats about BISDN

Manufacturers are becoming impatient with the slow rate of standards making and are already producing non-standard ISDN-like services. If this trend continues with BISDN, the whole point of BISDN may also be lost.

2.5 Frame Relay and Switching

2.5.1 The Technical Concept Behind Frame Relay.

Frame relay eliminates intermediate node processing for error correction and flow control which speeds up network throughput and efficiency. The inherently lower BER of fiber makes it possible to do these functions only at the network 'edges' without loss of transmission quality. A reduction in overhead results from fast packet switching. All of these aspects, however, tend to
create problems with satellite transmission delay. There is unfortunately virtually no literature addressing the problems of satellite compatibility with frame relay.

2.5.2 The Difference Between Frame Relay and Cell Relay.

Frame relay systems enclose variable-sized user packets (called frames) that add addressing and verification information. Frame length varies greatly in length up to a design limit. In cell relay incoming data is uniformly divided into fixed cell-sized increments. Cells may be full, empty, or partially filled.

2.5.3 Synchronous Versus Asynchronous Transfer Modes.

Time division multiplexing requires end to end synchronization for correct decoding and time slot allocation. Framing bits are used to identify the start and end of frames and bandwidth is allocated whether or not there is information to transmit. Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) recognizes the usually bursty nature of traffic and constructs a packet of information with headers indicating routing and other network services. ATM is synchronous at the bit level within packets/cells but asynchronous at the channel level. No bandwidth is allocated in an ATM trunk to an idle channel, so that more channels are handled with the same trunk bandwidth. Again ATM creates problems for satellite transmission, because of delay, and this is little addressed in the literature.

2.5.4. Implementation of Fast Packet Switching Technology.

Frame relay services have been implemented on a connection-oriented basis only while cell relay has also been specified for connectionless services. The shorter processing delays of fast packet switching makes it acceptable for voice transmission unlike traditional packet switching which is suited only for data. The combination of voice and data into one network takes advantage of the economy of network consolidation. Error correction techniques for satellite transmission is affected by fast packet switching technology.

2.5.5. Different Options Available in Switching Design.

Among the many design factors and tradeoffs involved in fast packet switching are packet length and variability; priority classes and congestion management; error control; switch size;
standards; and, network management. These are all sensitive to satellite transmission characteristics.

2.5.6 International Standards Versus Proprietary Protocols

CCITT Study Group XVIII, which deals with ISDN issues, has recommended fixed length packets (cells) with five (5) byte headers and 48 byte 'payloads', and a header error control field of one of the five (5) header bytes. Many corporate networks use the proprietary protocols of a particular vendor which limits or complicates interconnectivity.

2.6 Computer Networks and Satellites:

2.6.1 The First Generation of Very Small Aperture Terminals (VSATs)

The key to computer networks using satellite connections are VSAT operations and on-board processing to allow MESH configuration networks. There have been three distinct stages of VSAT evolution. The first generation of receive-only terminals introduced around 1980 was concurrent with the higher powered C band satellites. They used spread spectrum modulation techniques, known as Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) and refined contention access schemes and provided low-speed (less than 9.6 kbps) data services.

2.6.2 The Second Generation of Very Small Aperture Terminals

The second generation in 1983-1984 introduced the first two-way, interactive, and primarily low-speed systems at C and Ku bands. Data communications applications and network management techniques began to evolve. These networks are typically characterized as hardware defined multi-port, multi-protocol, multi-application systems. These typically use bi-Phase Shift Key (BPSK) operations rather than CDMA.

2.6.3 The Third Generation of Very Small Aperture Terminals

The third and current generation appeared in 1987 with the following key characteristics: switched networks, based on standardized architectures such as X.25; multi-port/multi-protocol systems; better bandwidth management which allows improved satellite access and increased capacity; compatibility with hybrid network configurations; a high degree of software definition; and, the beginning of application transparency.
2.6.4 Multiple Access Techniques for VSAT Networks

The efficiency of the access method used depends on the nature of the traffic being handled. The most flexible method is time division multiple access (TDMA). Each VSAT accesses the hub during its assigned time slot. More advanced sub-access methods are also used. Random Aloha is a pure contention method with the least timing demands and expense and is suited for very low traffic. Slotted Aloha has predefined time slot boundaries for VSAT access which reduces collisions by half and thus doubles traffic throughput. Reservation access is suited for long or widely varying message lengths or traffic rates providing demand-assigned capacity as needed on a priority basis. Dedicated stream access may be used for a steady flow of data or voice traffic or applications where response times justify less efficient capacity use. Adaptive techniques may be used to respond to changing traffic patterns: using slotted Aloha then going to reservation/stream access under heavy traffic.

2.6.5 The Plethora of VSAT Applications

These include two-way and NxN multi-switched video/audioconferencing; centrally hub-controlled data communication networks; mesh connectivity for direct access eliminating hubs; low burst rate TDMA with DS-1 formatted T1 carrier user interface; direct ISDN access to areas without basic telephone service; and, support of the HDLC protocol to exchange data with appropriate error and flow control.

2.6.6 VSATs, Data Networks and ACTS

The ability of ACTS to easily carry out on-board processing greatly enhances the ability to erect cost effective N X N or MESH networks. The literature little addresses this issue, however, ACTS tests should emphasize this new capability.

2.7 Satellite Orbits

2.7.1 Types of Orbits

There are three basic types of orbits used for satellite communications: low, medium, and geosynchronous earth orbit. Each of these orbits may have one or more of the following
characteristics: polar, inclined, or equatorial; circular or elliptical; and, geostationary, geosynchronous, or sun-synchronous.

2.7.2 Highly Inclined, Elliptical and Semi-synchronous (12-hour period) Orbits

These orbits such as the highly elliptical orbit of the Molniya satellite, are useful for coverage of latitudes exceeding +/- 75 degrees providing good visibility at high elevation angles for mobile satellite services. As the orbital period is increased, the apogee distance is also increased together with propagation delay and path attenuation. A variation on this concept is the "Loopus Orbit." In the apogee region of the HEO or Loopus Obit, the satellite appears almost stationary for a substantial duration of its orbit. Nevertheless, the orbit requires considerable tracking capability.

2.7.3 Apogee at Constant time-of-day Equatorial (ACE) Orbit

This new type of orbit has been proposed recently by LORAL (Ford Aerospace)/NASA-Lewis Research Center avoiding the need for a coveted slot in the geostationary arc and which is capable of providing worldwide coverage at peak traffic periods with a single satellite. If the plane of the orbit lies in the plane of the earth’s equator and the perigee and apogee are set so that the apsidal line rotates within the equatorial plane at 360 degrees per year, the orbit becomes sun synchronous. If the orbital period is sub-synchronous (i.e. a simple fraction of a day) the satellite reaches apogee at the same time every day. The optimum ACE orbit of 4.8 hours provides coverage every 72 degrees longitude for up to three hours at the same time of day. Free space loss is 7 Db lower and delay is less than half that of a geostationary orbit.

2.7.4 Inclined Orbit Operation in Geosynchronous Orbit

Comsat Labs have recently patented a modification of the geostationary orbit: the inclined orbit maneuver. This technique is used to extend the useful life of an aging satellite by halting its North-South station keeping and allowing it to decay slowly into an inclined orbit at a rate of about 0.85 degrees per year. Reverse inclination also may be applied at launch to double this effect. More fuel is used for North-South than is used for East-West station keeping and one month's supply of fuel for North-South station keeping is nearly equivalent to an additional year.
of useful life for East-West station keeping. Inclined orbits require Az-El tracking because the satellite traces a figure-of-eight movement in the sky as seen by the earth observer.

2.7.5 Low Orbit Satellites with Inter-Satellite Links

The use of low circular orbit constellations has been studied for nearly thirty years as an alternate method of providing worldwide coverage compared to geostationary satellites which are not visible at the poles. Motorola recently proposed a 77-spacecraft constellation, using eleven satellites in seven polar orbits, at an altitude of 400-500 nautical miles, for a geographically independent global digital cellular communications network. The system would use L-band links to subscriber units, and Ka band satellite-to-gateway links and intersatellite cross-links with on-board processing. Very high levels of frequency reuse, up to 37 times, can be achieved by these satellites.

2.7.6 New Concepts in Satellite Positioning

The demands of 21st Century satellite operations are driven toward combining wideband, wide geographic coverage, high quality and N dimensional networks with near-zero second delay. The Motorola Iridium project may show new opportunity in all respects. Other concepts such as use of ground generated power to "fly" a satellite at 500 miles altitude, building upon the Canadian SHARP project is another new concept. The sparse literature available on such advanced concepts will be augmented over time.

2.8 Satellite Transmission Quality

Several types of signal impairments may affect satellite transmission quality. These may be caused by technical design limitations, atmospheric propagation effects, acts of nature, operational problems, satellite problems, earth station or feeder link difficulties among others. There are a variety of techniques that can be used to control, avoid, or minimize such impairments. There is a rich literature in this area and selections have been chosen as carefully as possible.

2.8.1 Technical Design Limitations
Design limitations can include cross-polarization interference in frequency reuse systems; co-channel interference due to over-deviation in FDM/FM systems; sidelobe radiation from parabolic antennas; associated or non-associated spurious emissions including swept radar; adjacent satellite interference; terrestrial microwave interference; and, digital intersymbol interference.

2.8.2 Propagation Impairments

These can include: atmospheric absorption; atmospheric rain attenuation; atmospheric and ionospheric scintillation; tropospheric multipath fading; land and sea multi-path fading; Faraday rotation; rain and ice depolarization; and, Doppler frequency shift and ranging.

2.8.3 Uncontrollable Acts of Nature

These include: sun-spot activity which occurs in eleven year cycles; sun transit outage when the satellite is between the sun and the earth; biannual eclipses at the equinoxes when the earth is between the sun and the satellite; severe Ku and Ka band weather degradation at low elevation angles due to the increased antenna noise temperature caused by heavy rainfall.

2.8.4 Operational Problems and Human Errors

Operational problems of all types may contribute to transmission impairments. These include: inadvertent channel carrier emissions (usually blocked off-hook) especially in SCPC systems; unauthorized carriers in FDMA systems; uplink polarization errors; antenna pointing inaccuracies; and, inadequate updata, repair or maintenance of earth station equipment.

2.8.5 Satellite Related Malfunctions

These may include: frequency and power variations in beacon signals which cause tracking problems; inadequate isolation of spatial beams and opposite polarizations; footprint contour uncertainty due to spacecraft instability; variations in transponder gain, sensitivity and output power; solar/DC power bus load variations; inoperative matrix switching for beam to receivers and TWTAs/SSPAs; and, catastrophic satellite failures which may require point-over restoration to in-orbit spare capacity if available.

2.8.6 The Use of ISDN on Satellites
This presents a unique challenge to meet media transparent specifications. Terrestrial based radio and line systems usually have shorter transmission delays and can also have less performance with regard to bit error rates, especially fiber optic systems. Non-synchronous satellites, especially Highly Elliptical Orbit Satellites, used for mobile applications, present the added challenge of Doppler frequency shift compensation. In the future, both inclined orbit and geosynchronous orbit satellites may require increased use of storage and of buffers in digital systems such as TDMA/SSTDMA and IDR/IBS to compensate for time differences due to range variations as other synchronization and BER problems.

2.9 Network Configuration

This is a rich area where seventy-four articles were selected to achieve reasonable balance and comprehensiveness. In fact, several hundred articles might have been selected because of the great number of contributions that have been made in the last five years in this area. This is both because it is such an important area, and even more so because there are at least a dozen sub-elements of this overall topic. Specific areas covered include:

(a) Hybrid or Integrated Space/Terrestrial Networks:

This is a key area frequently addressed in the literature with some eight articles specifically addressing this topic and many others touching upon it. Since ACTS hybrid space/terrestrial tests and demonstrations are intended, this should be of particular value.

(b) Satellites vs. Fiber Optics:

The relative merits and performance of satellites and fiber optics in different applications and network configurations is also addressed in several articles, but without definitive conclusions.

(c) Network Architectures and Route Optimization:

This is among the most carefully and precisely addressed topics with many articles providing precise analysis and recommended design or software concepts.

(d) Survivability and Reliability:
The issues of survivability, system availability and reliability is closely tied to
network configuration and the characteristics of the traffic being carried through the
network (e.g. burstiness, flow control, etc.). A number of good articles on these
topics are included in the bibliography.

(e) **Defense and Tactical Communications:**
The issue of special defense and tactical communications are closely related to
survivability and reliability and terrestrial vs. radio and satellite communications.
Several key articles on this topic have been included.

(f) **Network Management and Network Reconfiguration:**
Key elements of network management and network configuration are addressed.
These are largely software rather than hardware dependent.

(g) **Technology and Future Satellite Network Configurations:**
This is the area where the largest number of articles have been selected, because of
their great relevance to the SCAR project and ACTS. The great bulk of articles
address on-board switching, on-board processing and even CCIS/No.7 signalling
issues.

(h) **Network Configuration and Services:**
A number of services and their relationship to network configuration is discussed.
The implications for video services, ISDN, mobile satellite services, telephone, data
and multi-media services are addressed in the various selected articles.

(i) **Network Configuration and VSATs:**
The implications of conventional vs. VSAT earth stations and star vs. MESH
networks are among the key elements addressed in terms of satellite ground
equipment.

(j) **Specific Network Architecture and Operations:**
The operation of specific networks such as BITNET and INTELNET are addressed in several articles indicating their operational approach and network strengths and weaknesses.

(k) National or Regional Networks:
A number of articles present in some detail national or regional systems. Selected articles cover Australia, Germany (Kopernicus), Europe, Japan and the U.S.

(i) Economic and Financial Evaluation of Network Configuration:
Although there are a limited number of good articles that address the economic or financial aspects of network configuration, there are still some valuable articles that address hybrid networks, satellite vs. fiber optic considerations, etc. These are included in the bibliography where identified, but far more work is needed in this area.

3.0 CONCLUSIONS
The Advanced Satellite Research Project; SCAR Research Database is seen as a resource that should grow and become more useful over time. New entries can be made and new and more sophisticated methods to access the database can be designed. As new areas of inquiry emerge, new fields can be added to the database as desired. The idea is make the database extremely portable so that it can be quickly installed as a d-BASE system on virtually any computer desired. The ITP at the CU/Boulder will undertaking to update and expand the system as needed. Any inquiries regarding the database should be directed to:
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SCAR Data Base Handbook

The SCAR Technical Literature Data Base is intended to be straightforward and easy to operate. There should be a 3.5" disk included with this documentation which contains the following files:

- **SCAR.DBF** .............. The dBASE III Plus file containing all the article source listings collected from the literature search.
- **NAMES.NDX** ........... dBASE index file for support of the SOURCE data base program.
- **SOURCE.EXE** .......... This is a compiled dBASE III Plus program which will run on its own without dBASE III Plus on any MS-DOS compatible computer.
- **SOUT.OVL** .............. Support file for SOURCE.EXE.
- **SOUT.DBC** .............. Support file for SOURCE.EXE.

The above files must remain in the same directory together for the program to function. The SCAR.DBF file may be used with other dBASE III Plus programs to manipulate the data in different ways.

The SOURCE program is a very simple menu-driven program designed to create ASCII files of the article sources. The files can then be loaded into any text editor, word processor or desktop publisher to organize and print it.

In this documentation are all the listings in the data base grouped by keyword. Each of the groups is listed alphabetically by author. Note that articles may be listed in several keyword areas if the subject matter falls into the different categories.

**Loading the program to a hard disk**

The program will run faster if it is installed on a hard disk, and there should be no concern about disk space there either. To copy the files to the hard disk, put the disk in the B: drive and type the following commands:

```
C:
CD \MD SCAR
CD \SCAR
COPY B:\*.*
```

Now all the files on the floppy disk should be on the hard disk. Whether a hard disk is being used or not, the following instructions will apply to using the program.

**How to operate the program:**

Move to the directory containing the SOURCE.EXE program and type **SOURCE**. The entry screen for the program should display on the screen. From here one may either Print the sources or Quit the program. Type a **P** or a **Q** for the option desired.
If the Print option is selected the next screen will display the print options screen. All eleven categories for the articles are shown with a corresponding number next to them. In order to print a group of sources, enter the number which corresponds to that category. For example, enter 06 to print all the articles which are in the ACTS keyword category. Both numbers must be entered for the selection to be accepted.

Next an ASCII file will be created which contains all the sources. If it is desired, the file may be viewed on the screen. This is the same as using the TYPE MS-DOS command on any text file at the DOS prompt. To pause the display as the entries go by, press the CTRL-S key combination and any other key to resume the scrolling display.

In order to save the file, enter a Y when prompted. After this screen, the cycle starts over again from the beginning.

Note: Once the program has been run, there will be a SCRAP.TXT file created in the current directory. This will be a duplicate of the last keyword group which was selected for printing. It may be deleted with no harm to the system or program.

The rest of this documentation is a listing of the categories in the data base. Each of these groups can be recreated from the program as an ASCII file and then incorporated into any document or report.

Description of the data

The Title, Author, Source, Vol. and No. data entries are self-explanatory.

The Date refers to the date of publication. In some cases the date on our resource was only precise to the year or month. In these cases the date was entered as the 1st of the month or year. (it is a requirement of the dBASE program for the date field format that the entire field be filled)

The Index# entry on each source listing corresponds to the place that article is stored in the ITP file cabinet. Researchers may contact the ITP and request files by this number.

Limitations of the program

This program was intended to be a "quick and dirty" data base program which will provide access to the sources contained in the data base. Ideally this program will help researchers find articles of interest and make locating them easier.

The data in the .DBF file may be used in other ways too, but the added time and cost of developing a more sophisticated program was not possible at this time. If further development is desired at some future date, the users may contact the ITP at their convenience.
ISDN and Satellites

Title: IEEE COLLOQUIUM ON THE ROLE OF SATELLITES IN TOMORROWS FIBER-OPTIC WORLD
Author: 
Source: IEEE CONFERENCE MAY 88
Date: 01/01/88 Vol.: No.: Index#: 00049-00

Title: THE INTEGRATED SERVICES DIGITAL NETWORK AND THE FIXED SATELLITE SERVICE
Author: 
Source: TELECOMMUNICATION JOURNAL
Date: 12/01/87 Vol.: 54 No.: 12 Index#: 00050-00

Title: SATELLITE BASED ISDN AND THE CRITICAL STANDARDS ISSUES
Author: 
Source: 
Date: / / Vol.: No.: Index#: 00051-00

Title: ISDN NOW/PROCEEDINGS
Author: 
Source: ISDN NOW CONFERENCE
Date: / / Vol.: No.: Index#: 00053-00

Title: THE EIGHTH NORTH AMERICAN ISDN USERS FORUM
Author: 
Source: 
Date: 05/04/90 Vol.: 8 No.: Index#: 00054-00

Title: NORTH AMERICAN ISDN USERS FORUM/WORKING AGREEMENTS FOR ISDN
Author: 
Source: PROCEEDINGS OF THE NIU-FORUM
Date: 06/11/90 Vol.: 1 No.: Index#: 00055-00

Title: SATELLITE NETWORKS IN THE ISDN ERA
Author: AMADESI, P. ET.AL.
Source: INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS
Date: 10/01/86 Vol.: 4 No.: Index#: 00001-00

Title: NASA AND THE CHALLENGE OF ISDN
Author: BEYERLY, R. ET.AL.
Source: REPORT NO. NAS 1.26:182749;NASA-CR-182749
Date: 05/25/88 Vol.: No.: Index#: 00002-00
Title: ISDN: CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS
Author: BODIN, P. ET.AL.
Source: DOCUMENT SUPPLY SERVICE OF ATT LIBRARY NETWORK
Date: 01/01/89 Vol.: No.: Index#: 00002-20

Title: THE CONTROVERSIES SURROUNDING ISDN
Author: BOLGER, THOMAS E.
Source:
Date: / / Vol.: No.: Index#: 00104-10

Title: IMPLEMENTATION OF ISDN SERVICES ON DIGITAL CELLULAR SERVICES
Author: BRUNSGAARD, NIELS O.
Source: THESIS (MS) ITP-UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO/BOULDER
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